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elationships are the core of all existence, Without
them, there could be no life on Earth as we know
it. Every physrcal form is so interrelated to every
other phvsical form. The intricacies of this network
is so complex that we could spend several lifetimes
tryrng to figure it all out,

To simplify the very idea of relatronships and how they
operate is best viewed when we look at nature. Animals are
dependent on other anrmals, Plants depend on the air, the
water and other plants, Animals and plants are interrelated
and dependent on each other, Within these infinite number
of relationships and amongst all of this glory of life is the

We do not have to spend our days wishing and
honinc
''"r'''b'b.'..''.for a hrishter future, The time is now for
relationships between nations, as well as between
individuals, to become peaceful and harmonious tn
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We can start today. Here and now, Each of us can
begin in this moment to change the world. We can

do it one step at a time. We begin by evaluating
all of the human relationships we are currently
involved in. This tncludes the ones we have with
nthpr npnnlp anrl most imnortani. the one we are
having with ourselves,

relationship between Vou, us and everyone in-between.
To tr-Lrn anv cream or aspiration into a reality requires courage

From our perspective, healthy human relatronships are the and risk-taking. Changing the world is no exception. lt requires
core for the survival of planet Earth. Ulttmately, complete us to take full responsibility for who we are, what we say and
global peace and greater care of our environment are the end do and for the current condition of all of our personal and
results that will enable our world to thrive. This requires brg professional relationsh ps,
changes and huge successes, both physically and spiritually,
on a world-wide scale,
i

truth is, however; that small
successes, compounded over
time rrpate hip resrrlts. We all

The

have the potentiality when it
comes to saving our planet, We
can look at this as a daunting,
perhaps insurmountable task.

From another perspect,ve,
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mav seem too grand, and even

unrealistic.

At best, a

For each of us, the physical world we see is like a gigantic
mirror. lt always reflects back to us our dominant thoughts,
beliefs, feelings and emotions. What we see is a result of what
we project. Our world ts the screen, 0n that screen is a movie.
We each script it, produce it, direct it and even act in it.
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lf you are unhappy with 'the plot' and the cast of characters
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may not like very much.

Be okay with who you
are I There is always
room for change. Creating

change from within is a
conscious choice that we
each can make if we want
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all of our relationships.

To create

building blocks of life; however, they are often forfeited or
destroyed in the name of personal needs or gratification and
even for what some may call 'success,'
The truth rs, healthy relationships are essential to what

we call 'authentic success,' To completelV understand this
concept, consider Tip #3: To have healthy relationships, it is
important to accept that Vou are unique and so is everyone
else, Yet, simultaneously, knowing we are all interconnected
to everyone and everythrng,
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To experience
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yourself. Tip #2: Get to
know yourself now I lf

re-write the storyline as you choose,
We are each the small successes on the brg stage called
Earth, Again small successes, compounded over time, can
create some awesome results, To achieve results requires
commitment, fortitude, courage and a willingness to play the
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you trulV desire more intimacy in your personal relationships
begin by focusing on developing an intimate relationship with

this idea of u niq ueness and i nterconnected ness
simply requires a shift in how you look at things. Recall that
your life and world is the movie you created. You can edit and

yourself, The truth rs, if you are challenged being intimate
with you, how can you expect to be intimate with someone

Game of Life.

else?

The Game of Life cannot be played out to its full beauty and

grandeur without our consent All, truly healthy, mature
Get

to know you by going on a date with yourself

Spend

alone time. Journal your thoughts about what you love about
you, Begin to en.1oy Vour own company

relationships, must contain consenting adults.

To improve the global scale of relationships begins at home,

We believe it is time for each of us to take responsibility
to awaken to the roles we are intended to play to save our

with each of us contributing our share for positive change.

species and our planet. We can only do so by strengthening

Gandhi said, 'Be the change Vou want to see,'Th is is especially

all of our relationships,
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relevant when it comes to the state of our relationships.
To improve and awaken to the power of our relationships
requires each of us to lead by example. Strong, healthy
relationships are the result of giving our focused attention to
our feelings, emotions and energy levels directly linked to the
relationships themselves,
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To improve our life and our world requires us to consciously
aim to put our heart and soul in to each and everv relationship,

because your relationships always reflect the heart and
soul of who you think you are and who you potentially can
become. All relationships, as we mentioned earlier, are the
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